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Extraterrestrial excitement
20th Annual UFOfest takes
in Oregon place in McMinnville

Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor

Thursday, May 16 ushered in the 20th
Annual UFOfest in McMinnville, Oregon.
According to ufofest.com, a UFO fever set into
the small town of McMinnville in 1950 when
a family spotted a flying saucer over their
farm. This sighting made national news. Fifty
years later in 1999, the very first UFO festival
reignited the fever of 70 years ago. The festival
is the second most popular UFO event in the
world, aside from the UFO festival that takes
place in Roswell, New Mexico, according to
the UFOfest website.
Hosted by the company McMenamins,
who owns various hotels, pubs and breweries,
the festival took place May 16 through 18. This
year’s UFOfest featured free-to-all activities
such as vendors, live music, a 5k Alien
Abduction Dash fun run and a pet costume
ball. The festival also featured a lineup of
experts and speakers in the McMenamins
hotel that required the purchase of a day or
weekend pass to attend.
Guest experts included Bob Lazar, a
former physicist employed at Area 51; Joanne
Clarkson, a hypnotherapist and tarot reader;
George Knapp, a journalist and author;
Commander David Fravor, who was a witness
to a 2004 UFO sighting titled the “Tic Tac
incident” and many other speakers.
Bands played at various locations around
the festival, including the band Kirby Swatosh
& The Moon Rock Patrol. The pet costume
contest drew a large crowd who cheered
on a goldfish decorated as a UFO — that
won first place. Volunteers from Zero Waste
McMinnville were posted at stations around
the event, helping attendees sort their waste
into different bins for compost, recyclables
and garbage.

ENTERTAIMENT

The main event occured Saturday afternoon
at 3:30 p.m. Floats and marching bands
paraded through downtown McMinnville,
drawing audiences that lined the sidewalks
four to five people deep. Lively music and
intricately decorated floats representing local
groups and businesses entertained bystanders
for nearly two hours, and even sporadic rain
showers didn’t damper their spirits.
The McMinnville UFOfest once again
proved to be a lively event that brought
together many different people to celebrate
counterculture, conspiracy and a unique
tradition that is classic to the Pacific
Northwest.
Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu

Even four-legged attendees came dressed out of this world

Photos by Chrys Weedon

“What Were You Wearing?” exhibit redone
Communications 436 class recreates art exhibit about sexual assault

Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor
Communications 436, a class titled Gender
Power and Cultural Production, is described
in the course catalog as a class to “examine the
interplay between feminisms, queer theory
and cultural production, focusing on how
power manifests in ways that contribute to
and constrain communication around gender
and sexuality.”
As a final project, the class is recreating
an exhibit titled “What Were You Wearing?”
Originally created in 2013, the goal of the
exhibit is to raise awareness about sexual
assault and victim-blaming.
The event involves a room full of displayed
outfits that show what sexual assault survivors
were wearing at the time they were assaulted.

A press release written by the class explained
that the project’s goal is “to remind viewers
that it doesn’t matter what you wear, sexual
violence can happen. It also aims to call
attention to the fact that no matter what you
were wearing, you did not ask for it or deserve
it.”
Sexual assault is a big problem in the
United States. According to the press release,
one in three women and one in five men have
experienced sexual assault at some point
in their lives. As reported by the National
Sexual Assault Resource Center, eight out of
10 assaults are committed by someone the
survivor knows.
Dr. Dana Schowalter teaches this Gender
Power and Cultural Production class.
“We’ve done this event in the past here

wou.edu/westernhowl

at Western Oregon University, and it has
traditionally made a huge impact on everyone
that has witnessed the displays. My students
putting this project together have agreed
that sexual assault and victim blaming needs
to be directly addressed,” commented Dr.
Schowalter in the press release, “and they are
looking forward to getting a chance to bring
awareness to the public. It is not easy talking
about this subject matter, but we feel it is very
necessary.”
The “What Were You Wearing” exhibit
will take place on June 5, 2019. For more
information about this event, contact Jess
Elder at 502-801-2900 or Never Retallack at
971-712-9712.
Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu
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The last student recital of the year takes
place in Smith Hall
Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor

Every term, students from the music
department have the opportunity to
perform pieces they have been working
on. On Thursday, May 23 at 11 a.m. the
last student recital of the year took place
in Smith Music Hall.
In a relatively short program, 10
students put their hard work on display
to an audience of their peers, teachers
and families. This recital provided one
last chance this school year to perform
in this setting. The performances were a
mixture of piano, voice, guitar and one
cello.
Julia Fruit performed “Prelude XII:
Minstrels” by Claude Debussy on piano;
Tristin Thomas played “Ben’s Song” by
Richert on cello while accompanied by
Jackie Morelly on piano; Songzi Li sang
“Through the Night” by Korean musician
IU while Kenneth Soh played the piano;
and Virtue Velour and Nikita Williams
gave a rendition of “Broken” by Seether
joined by Trevor Fischer on guitar.
Velour explained why he chose
to perform “Broken”: “As a classical

musician who’s also a big fan of rock
and metal, the song is really accessible
for a concert format … I just knew that
I wanted to do a duet with (Williams),
because she has a great voice and I trust
her musical instincts.”
There were also two performers who
played pieces of their own creation. Alex
Lancaster played his song “The Night
Forest” on piano, a complex piece rich
with storytelling. Stacy Henle played
guitar and sang “Neskowin Parade,” a
song about a small town celebrating the
Fourth of July, which she co-wrote with
A. Lancaster.
Clocking in at less than an hour,
this recital was one of the shortest this
year, but contained just as much talent
as any other student showcase. Velour
explained what he learned from the
experience: “Doing a duet is a really good
opportunity to learn how to work with
your peers. Trevor’s also a great guitarist
… so he was fun to work with as well.”

BonnaWOU takes the Grove
Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu

Tristin Thomas performed a song on the cello

Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Perfect weather greets three bands
as they put on the first of this
festival
Caity Healy | Editor-in-Chief

On May 23, the clouds parted as three bands
took the stage in the first-ever BonnaWOU
festival hosted by SAB. Each band that was
involved was local: Jimmy Wolfson, The Ferenjis
and Chromatic Colors. Taking place in the
Grove from 5 p.m. until about 8 p.m., students
and members of the community brought their
blankets and made home on the grass.
Each band performed their set as the sun was
shining brightly above the stage that was set up
outside. Every band came with their own style,
which made it accessible to everyone — there
was music that just about everyone could enjoy.
All were welcome; some took it as an opportunity
to do homework with a show, some just sat and
watched and others got up and danced. People
came and went all evening as it was a free event,
until the music faded that evening with the
sunset as a backdrop to a picture-perfect night.
Photos by Caity Healy

Contact the author at howleditor@wou.edu
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Chromatic Colors closed out the festival with the sunset as their
backdrop
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The value of
clothing

Save money and the environment by donating clothing
and buying secondhand
Karlene Curtin | Staff Writer
Oregon is home to some of the
finest thrift stores in the U.S. and it
has some of the best clothing finds
that are far cheaper than corporate
clothing stores. By thrift shopping,
one is encouraging recycling thus
creating a cleaner environment.
Planet Aid, a website that
encourages different ways of
recycling says, “Nearly 100% of
clothing is recyclable.” The clothing
that is thrown away goes into
landfills, otherwise known as textile
waste.
Harmony, a website that gives
information about different waste
solution says, “The U.S. EPA estimates
that textile waste occupies nearly 5%
of all landfill space. While the EPA
estimates that the textile recycling
industry recycles approximately 3.8
billion pounds of post-consumer
textile waste (PCTW) each year,
this only accounts for approximately
15% of all PCTW, leaving 85% in our
landfills.”
Also according to Harmony,
the average American throws away

70 pounds of clothing annually and
textiles take approximately 25 to 50
years to biodegrade. These numbers
add up per person, and landfills are now
overflowing with clothing that could
have been donated to thrift stores —
perhaps, the problem could have been
prevented by buying secondhand in the
first place. By secondhand shopping, or
maybe giving clothing away to family
and friends, it encwourages recycling
and also saves money in the long run.
When one donates to thrift stores, they
are preventing clothing from going into
landfills; by shopping at one, it is also
likely to save a consumer at least 50% of
what they’d usually spend on clothing.
There are many thrift stores in the
area, such as Fashion Sense & Home
Store and Robins Roost Resale Store
which are both located in Independence.
By thrift shopping, I have not only
saved money but have found different
approaches to my style — I love finding
old band t-shirts and other vintage
clothing. My style becomes more one of
a kind without breaking the bank. It is
worth donating and checking out local
thrift stores to not only save money but
the environment as well.

Rebecca Meyers | Lifestyle Editor

Lucia
Breeden:

My sister and
I wanted sister
tattoos, but
we eventually
thought it’d be
great to involve
our mom. So
after a long time
convincing her
that it would be
fun, she agreed.
Mine says “little
sister,” my sister’s
is “big sister”
and my mom’s is
“mama.”

Madison Gaylin:

For my sunflower, it was inspired by my grandma
singing the “You Are My Sunshine” song to me growing
up. For my other one, I found the quote in my junior
year of high school, and it’s just stuck with me and made
me have a constant reminder — if I’m not trying my
hardest how am I going to know what I can handle?
Photo by Rebecca Meyers

I chose this tattoo
because my cat,
Penny, is nearly
14 years old, and
I know I won’t
have her forever,
so having a piece
of her means a lot.
I got rosemary
sprigs for my
grandmother,
Rosemary, as
well as my May
birth flowers
(Hawthorns).
I also got
sunflowers
because I grow
them in the
summer — I
wanted things
that brings me joy.

Students show off their ink
Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Natalie Dean:

Photo by Rebecca Meyers

Tattoos of Western

Fashion Sense & Home Store is located at 150 C St. Independence

Contact the author at howllifestyle@wou.edu
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A discussion on how to adjust to Monmouth when coming
from a large city
Suzana Carroll | Freelancer

Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Photo by Rebecca Meyers

Simply gluten-free:
Protein popsicles

Recipe for a delicious after workout snack
Morgan Taylor | Freelancer

Java Crew, D.I.Y. and Rick’s Place are popular local cafes

This simple sweet treat is sure to be the perfect snack for after a workout or
just to cool down. All you need is a blender, some popsicle molds, which can be
purchased at your local grocery store or Amazon and a freezer to whip up these
delicious popsicles. While they are full of protein, they are also gluten-free and
vegan. You can’t go wrong with this refreshing treat.
STRAWBERRY PROTEIN PACKED POPSICLES
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Freezer Time: At least 5 hours
Servings: 10 Popsicles

Ingredients:
3 cups of frozen strawberries
1 banana
1 1/2 cups of almond milk
3/4 cup of juice of your choosing (I used strawberry apple)
2 scoops of Vanilla Orgain Protein Powder (or any other
vegan/gluten-free brand)
½ pound of fresh strawberries
Instructions:
Add frozen strawberries, banana and the almond milk to the blender.
Blend until frozen strawberries are chopped up.
Add protein powder and juice.
Blend until smooth.
Slice fresh strawberries and line the inside of the popsicle molds.
Pour in protein smoothie and place in freezer.
Freeze for at least five hours.
Enjoy.
Contact the author at mrtaylor14@wou.edu

The move from a big city to Monmouth is definitely a culture shock — there is
not a Starbucks on every corner, no mall a short drive away and there definitely
is not as much variety of food. So, coming from a big city can be very difficult.
I had severe homesickness and craved being home with a lot to do around me,
but I had to stick with Monmouth and search for things that made me feel close
to home and kept me occupied. Have no fear: Monmouth has pieces of the big
city life in its small city surroundings.
You can score adorable boutique finds at The Find on Main Street, a small
business that opened in 2013 and is dedicated to bringing Monmouth cute
fashion as well as home decorations, such as hanging signs and candles. When
you are shopped out, you can hop over to Java Crew for a good latte, tea or any
way you like caffeine. While Java Crew might not have the big city bustle, it is
the perfect place to dive into your new book or catch up on some old homework
you have been procrastinating.
Big cities have a lot of food choices, while Monmouth’s choices are a little
limited. However, it is not impossible to find good eats around town. There is
a Subway and Papa Murphy’s that taste the same as they do at home; Koyotes,
a local, quick, affordable Mexican restaurant; and even a Hawaiian food cart,
Lonney’s Lunch Wagon. The different food variation really helps with being able
to try different foods like one would in a city setting without having to go far.
Night life in a city is one of the perks of being in a big town, but Monmouth
has a night life of its own, too. Of course, there’s the Main Street Pub & Eatery
on Thursday nights, and while it is not a big city bar, there are always people
you know, a fun time and a safe environment. For those that are not partiers
but still want to enjoy a cocktail, Crush Wine Bar on Main Street is the perfect
atmosphere to enjoy a quality cocktail.
While Monmouth is not a big city, and it definitely is hard to adjust from a
big city life, there are slivers of a large city within Monmouth, which makes it a
lot easier to adjust.

wou.edu/westernhowl

Contact the author at scarroll15@wou.edu
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A STORY OF STUDENT SUCCESS:

BILLYANN STEMPLE
Q&A with the Julia McCulloch
Smith Award Winner 2019

Photo courtesy of BillyAnn Stemple

Bailey Thompson | News Editor

Can you tell me a little bit about
yourself?

I grew up in Lincoln City, which is on the
coast not too far from here. I’ve always
known that I wanted to be a teacher,
so Western was an easy choice for me
because of the ED program. I am going
to be a middle school science teacher …
I’m super passionate about teaching our
adolescents — I think it’s an awesome
age. They’re just goofy, and they need all
the love in the world. So, I’m excited to
just give that to them. And science is just
awesome because of the wonder and the
‘ah-ha’ moments that it gives those kids.

I think I’m most proud of the
relationships I’ve made and the people
I’ve surrounded myself with. I feel like
after I leave here, I’m just going to have a
whole slew of people who are supporting
me and cheering for me, and that feels
really good. I’ve made connections that
drive me to be a more positive person
— a person who wants to make positive
change in the world — and I definitely
think I’m influenced by those people
every day.

There’s lots of things … but I guess I
might focus a little harder on classes.
I’ve done really well academically, and
my grades reflect that, but I might just
tell myself to find a little more purpose
in the things I’m learning and just hold
on to it a little bit more. Now that I’m
in the ED program, I’m realizing how
applicable a lot of the stuff that they teach
us is… and I wish I would have just taken
some time to appreciate and absorb that
information a little bit more.

What advice do you have for
underclassmen at Western?

I love visiting my family and my
boyfriend … In the summertime and the
springtime, I love to barbeque. That’s one
of my favorite things to do. Sometimes I
watch Netflix.

I would say that you should say yes when
the opportunities come around — when
someone asks you ‘do you want come to
this event on campus?’ or ‘do you want
to join this intramural team?’ or ‘do you
want to go grab pizza at Yeasty’s?’ —
just say yes because those opportunities
sometimes lead to really great things and
really great relationships. And, had I not
said yes to a couple of things, I wouldn’t
be here … That’s super cliché, but I think
it’s what’s gotten me here.

How do you feel about having been
chosen for the Julia McCulloch
Smith Award?

Shocked, honored, humbled... I don’t
know. I really didn’t expect to win. I
knew I was nominated, and I wrote my
cover letter and resume just being like
‘What an honor it is to be nominated. I’m
so happy for whoever wins.’ But I totally
wasn’t thinking it would be me at all. And
then, it was … I feel like I’ve done things
that are just enjoyable and fun for me, so
it was weird to be recognized for things
that just seem like part of my existence
and what I would no matter what.

I started off in hall government as
Activities Director … Then I was on the
Residence Hall Association for half of my
freshman year and all of my sophomore
year as a programming coordinator. And
then kind of at the same time that I started
that position, I got a volunteer position at
HART, which stands for Horses Adaptive
Riding and Therapy. So, we do work
with toddlers all the way through older
adults who are experiencing physical
or cognitive disabilities, mental health
diagnoses, trauma — a variety of reasons
why they might come in and ride the

What is the thing that you are
most proud of during your time at
Western?

If you could go back and do one
thing differently, what would it be?

What do you like to do in your free
time?

What are some of the ways that you
have been involved here at Western?

NEWS

What are you going to miss most
about your time here?

As the winner of this Outstanding Female Graduate award, BillyAnn Stemple will be making a speech
at Commencement 2019

horses … And meanwhile, my junior year
I got a position in University Housing as
the Residential Programming Program
Assistant, and that involved planning
more social events and fun things for
students to do over the weekends. I’ve
been an ambassador … I was part of the
Faculty Senate Honors Committee…
and recently I’ve gotten to be a part of
revising the Honors curriculum, which
has been a lot of work but also a lot of
fun.

I don’t know. Everything. I guess I’m
just going to miss being around all the
like-minded, positive people who are
here, encouraging everyone to just be
themselves and try new things. The
world isn’t always like that… but that’s
the kind of influence I hope to have
on my students in the future. But I’ll
definitely miss that culture of acceptance
here at Western.

Can you tell me a bit about what
your experience has been like at
Western in general?
What are your plans for after
My experience at Western has been graduation?
great. I think they do a really good job
of pushing you to try new things that
are outside of your comfort zone and
opening your mind to the world. I grew
up in a pretty small town, so I didn’t have
a lot of experiences with the things that I
think Western is really good at exposing
us to, and so my world just grew because
of Western.

wou.edu/westernhowl

I recently accepted a position at Estacada
Middle School teaching science —
probably 6th and 7th grade. I’m headed to
live in Lake Oswego with my boyfriend,
and I’ll be commuting to Estacada for
work … it’s about 30 minutes east of
Lake Oswego.
Contact the author at howlnews@wou.edu
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Photo by Bailey Thompson

youth. While they each had their own
motivation that kept them going and
unique trials that they encountered along
the way, they have all found success and
happiness in the United States.
Bailey Thompson | News Editor
As each speaker shared their story in
Spanish, Monica Cerda Ortiz, a junior
Spanish Education major and one of the
emcees for the event, interpreted their
story into English. The other emcee for
the event was Xochitl Denisse Carrasco,
a junior political science major.
When the first storyteller took the
stage, she shared how she first came to
the US in 1990 because her husband was
already there. And, while she had support
in him, she still struggled with things like
finding opportunities in an unfamiliar
country and adapting to day-to-day
differences like those in transportation.
Although it wasn’t easy, she is proud
of all that she and her children have
accomplished — with three of them
having graduated from college.
The second speaker came to the US
in 1998 at 19 years old. When his family
had tried to come the first time, they
were scammed and left with only $3.
Then, when he finally was able to come
over, he was brought to work on a farm
in Hillsboro. While he adapted to this
in time, it was challenging for him to be
Monica Cerda Ortiz and Xochitl Denisse Carrasco took turns reading the M.E.Ch.A and Unidos mission statements at the beginning of the event
separate from his wife and son who had
Carrying on a new campus tradition, event was organized for May 20 in the being told. Then, once everyone had to stay in Mexico because she didn’t have
M.E.Ch.A. and Unidos Club came together Pacific Room of the Werner University gotten the chance to go through the line the necessary paperwork to come with
him.
once, the stories began.
and hosted the 2nd Annual Borderless Center.
The three speakers for this event
Stories event, an evening designed to
To start off, the emcees told guests that
share the stories of immigration parents they could go and serve themselves a free shared stories of hope, challenge and
in the Western community and to create a dinner from catering that they could eat perseverance as they journeyed to the Continued on back
sense of unity among those present. This and enjoy as they listened to the stories United States from Mexico in their

M.E.Ch.A. presents 2nd Annual
Borderless Stories

EMBRACING DIVERSE SEXUAL AND GENDER
IDENTITIES
Triangle Alliance and Heritage Hall
Government host Identity Theft event

Although it can be difficult to completely understand
how another person feels, one valuable first step is to
talk with them. This is something that Triangle Alliance
— Western’s LGBTQ+ social club — and Heritage Hall
Government orchestrated on May 23 in the Richard
Woodcock Education Center.
Their event, Identity Theft, sought to open a
conversation with the campus community about the
ways that both sexual identities and gender identities
can influence a person’s life — and, more specifically,
the way that myths about these identities can be
harmful to perpetuate.
Six panelists, holding a variety of LGBTQ+
identities, dedicated their time to talk with members of
the LGBTQ+ community, as well as their allies, about
the unique perspectives that they have gained because
of their identities and their other life experiences.
Throughout the course of the panel, a wide range
of topics were addressed — from stereotypes about
certain identities, to people who are questioning their
identities and more.
All in all, the consensus of the group was that these

Bailey Thompson | News Editor

experiences and the discovery of these identities were
things that varied from person to person, even if there
were a number of common themes running throughout
the group.
For instance, when the panelists were asked about
when they knew that they identified as something other
than heterosexual or cisgender, some of the individuals
stated that it was a long process for them to come to this
conclusion, some said that they felt confident in their
identities from an early age and still more said that they
were not sure that the identities that they currently held
were the ones they would always identify as.
Related to this, when the panelists discussed their
coming out stories, if they had come out to their
families at this point in time, their experiences varied,
largely depending on how accepting they anticipated
their families would be towards them.
The panelists also spent time discussing stereotypes
that have impacted them on a day-to-day basis. Among
these, panelists shared that it was difficult for them to
not fit into the mold that others expected them to —
whether this is bisexuals in hetero-passing relationships

wou.edu/westernhowl

who feel invalidated in their bisexuality, transgender
people who feel the need to dress a certain way
in order for people to respect their pronouns or
something else along these lines.
On the flip side of this, however, the panelists also
shared that there is nothing wrong with enjoying
things that may be stereotypical of people in the
LGBTQ+ community.
Nearing the end of the panel, when an audience
member asked the panel about ways that she can
support her sister as someone who has grown up
in a religious household, the panelists were clear in
their responses: what LGBTQ+ youth need is love
and support. While they may not always get the kind
of support that they would hope for, having people
affirm that they will always care about them can go
a long way.
If students at Western would like to attend
Triangle Alliance to learn more about this and
meet new people, they can visit Triangle Alliance’s
Facebook page to determine when they will be
meeting during Fall Term.

Contact the author at howlnews@wou.edu
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Western Rugby All-Stars
reign victorious

Q&A: Lacrosse’s
Jonathan Williams

Photo courtesy of Malina Foley

Western Lacrosse player named MCLA 3rd Team All-American
Caity Healy | Editor-in-Chief
This year, first-year lacrosse player Jonathan Williams, an exercise science major,
was named 3rd Team All-American under the MCLA. This is the first time since 2015
that a Western player has achieved an All-American ranking: a feat that Williams was
able to accomplish in just his first year on the team and first year in college. I was able
to sit down with him to discuss what the season looked like for him.
Photo by Caity Healy

Pacific Coast Grizzlies
take the win in NSCRO
National All-Star Tournament
Championship
Caity Healy | Editor-in-Chief
On the weekend of May 25-27, three
Western Oregon Rugby All-Stars headed
to Houston, Texas to battle it out and see
which regional team would come out on
top. A week prior to this game, the men
were already aware that seniors Alex
Treat and Joey Caver would be two of
the All-Stars. However, another surprise
arose just days before they were set to
travel to Houston: senior Matt Cornish,
who originally tried out, was invited to
join.
Although he didn’t make the team
initially, upon review, they decided he
would be an asset to the team. So, he
accepted. Cornish, Treat and Caver were
ready for what was to come. But, they
weren’t the only representation Western
had. Their head coach, Sean Pomeroy,
was invited to help coach for their Pacific
Coast All-Star team. All four faces of
Western headed out to Houston.
Streamed live, friends and families
were able to watch the game from the
comfort of their homes. Taking place
at Aveva Stadium, which is the home
of the Major League Rugby’s Houston
SaberCats, fans were able to keep up
with the action as the boys headed to the
pitch.
The first match that the Pacific Coast
Grizzlies played in saw the Grizzlies
taking on South. At half, the game was
tied 7-7. But ultimately, Pacific Coast
came out on top, 29-7.
The second game that the Grizzlies
played in had them matched up against

Left to right: Cornish, Caver, Coach Sean and
Treat pose with the NSCRO All-Star trophy

Mid-South. Once again, the Pacific
Coast team proved themselves winners,
shutting out Mid-South completely, 360.
The temperature was heating up along
with the competition as the Grizzlies
took on the North East Rhinos next. The
Rhinos couldn’t hold their own against
the Grizzlies, and in the end, Pacific
Coast came out victorious, 39-7.
Up next, the Grizzlies had to face
the Lonestar team — whoever came
out on top here would be sent to the
Championship. The game was close; at
half, the score was all tied up at 0-0. But,
the Grizzlies pulled through, shutting
out another team, 17-0. This meant that
they’d be a finalist in the Championship,
where they’d be paired against the Rhinos
once again.
Last year, the All-Star Championship
saw the Grizzlies versus the Rhinos. For
the second year in a row, the two teams
took the pitch. From the start, the game
was neck and neck. At half, the Rhinos
had the upperhand, sitting at 10-7.
However, the Grizzlies weren’t ready
to give up. They managed to hold the
Rhinos to that same score until the end,
bringing the final score to 40-10 — the
Grizzlies were victorious.
The Pacific Coast All-Stars are
the 2019 NSCRO National All-Star
Tournament Champions; Treat, Caver
and Cornish, along with Coach Sean,
were able to come back to Monmouth
knowing they made their hometown
proud.
Contact the author at howleditor@wou.edu

Williams just completed his fifth year of lacrosse

When did you start playing lacrosse, and why?

My freshman year of high school. My brother started playing his freshman year, and
he’s three years older than me. He started playing because his friend recruited him
because we didn’t have that many players on the team. I was still playing baseball at
the time, in middle school, but I went to a few games and watched him play, and I was
always really interested in it. My freshman year I was like, ‘yeah this is what I want to
do,’ instead of baseball.

How do you feel that the season has gone for you?

I think it went pretty solid. I think there’s some improvements that need to be made,
but I think we’re right on the edge of being an upper-level team. When the season
started, we were playing in California against top-ten teams. We played two games
over the weekend, and I had five goals … I was thinking, ‘Okay. Two or three goals a
game — doesn’t sound that bad first season.’ And then, I got into league play and it
was five, six, the occasional seven (goals). So I thought, ‘If this is how the rest of the
season goes I’ll be feeling pretty good.’

How did you find out you were chosen for the All-American team?

I woke up to a text at like 9 a.m. ... from Coach Dan It was actually just a screenshot
of my name on the list. I was still just waking up … so I had to go back and look at it
a few times to make sure it was real.

What was your reaction when you realized that it was real?

I was pretty excited. Not as excited as I was expected to be, I guess. The third team
part sound weird to me … but it was still really cool to realize that of everybody in
the nation I was in the top percentage of them.

What does the future of WOU Lax look like?

We had a really strong freshman class this year … we’re getting I think six or seven
more freshman this year … so we have a lot of young guys and really good talent. We
just need to get them all together and on the same page and I think we’ll be pretty
solid for the next few years.
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The TKB Smoker once existed as a Western tradition — now,
its boxers are remembered by alumni

Photos courtesy of WOU Archives

Caity Healy | Editor-in-Chief

The TKB Smokers ended after the 1979 event for unknown reasons

On April 26, 2017, The Western Journal
published a story titled “The Motown
Throwdown,” written by our then Sports
Editor, Burke De Boer. The story delved
into the tradition that occurred each
Spring at Western, then called Oregon
College of Education, called the TKB
Smoker. Hosted by the self-titled group
Tappa Kegga Beer, the TKB Smoker
was an annual, student-run boxing
tournament that existed throughout the
‘70s. It ended for unknown reasons. But
before the tradition could die out, it left
one boxer famous for his tenacity in the
ring: Lee Reed.
On May 7, I received a phone call
from a man named Dave Clarke. He told
me that he actually knew Lee Reed —
and he had a lot of stories to share with
me. So, he was kind enough to tell me all
the memories he could recall of Reed, as
a fighter and as a friend.
Clarke first heard of Reed through
his brother, Robert. Robert attended
Western Oregon State College in 1979,
and when he came home, he told Clarke
all about something called the TKB
Smoker.

“He told me about a really “kick ass”
guy he’d seen fight in the campus smoker
— a guy named Lee Reed. Robert told
me that he’d seen Lee knockout a couple
of guys in less than a minute,” Clarke
said. “My brother also told me that Lee
taught a Taekwondo class on campus.”
From then on, Clarke wanted to
become a martial arts sensation. He came
to Western in 1981 and noticed a flyer
posted near Barnum Hall advertising a
class taught by Reed. So, he went to the
Taekwondo class and met Reed firsthand.
“Class was very difficult, and Lee was
demanding but always fair and interested
… I just about worshipped him at the
time,” Clarke said. “I didn’t get to know
Lee better until I was in class for a few
months.”
As Clarke began getting to know Lee
outside of his classes, he noted that Lee
was a bit of a partier. Lee would host
get-togethers at his apartment, where
he’d cook for everyone. Clarke recalls the
memory of one party.
“One day I was standing in Lee’s
kitchen … he asked me to hold still for

a second, so I did. He kicked off the flipflop sandals he usually wore and did a
perfect spinning wheel kick to my face. I
could feel the bottom of his foot skim the
top of my nose. This was in a space that
was probably four feet wide — amazing,”
Clarke recalled. “After that, he put his
sandals back on and smiled at me. He
said, ‘I just wanted to see if I could still
kick a person as tall as you in the face.’”
When Clarke hosted parties, he felt
lucky if he was able to find a few spare
moments with Lee to get to know him
better. It would be at one of these parties
that he really began to understand Lee.
“He told me he was an orphan in
Korea, and that he had to learn to fight
to survive. He said … the other students
would always want to fight him because
of his mixed heritage.”

wou.edu/westernhowl

However Lee reached the point he
was at now, Clarke only had kind words
to share about him.
“Lee was always attentive to me,
never once looked down on me,” Clarke
explained. “I sparred with Lee a few times.
One time a backfist I threw touched Lee’s
cheek. He paused and said, ‘That’s one of
the best backfists I’ve ever seen — you
should throw more of those.’”
Unfortunately. Clarke didn’t have
any other information about why the
TKB Smoker did come to an end, nor
information on where Lee ended up.
However, he knows that his memories of
Lee will not fade.
“He remains in my memory as the
most physically talented individual I’ve
ever known,” Clarke concluded. “He was
a great instructor, and I’ll always be glad
to have known him.”

Contact the author at howleditor@wou.edu
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Personality quiz:

Which Western building are you?

Take this quiz to see which location on
campus most closely matches your soul
Caity Healy | Editor-in-Chief

1. By some miracle, you have a ton of free time on a weekday. What do you do with it?
A. Nuzzle up by the fire and maybe read a book about human rights.
B. Work on a project I’ve been putting off. It’s fine if I make a mess, it’ll be cleaned up.
C. Hit up someone I haven’t talked to in a bit, see how they’re doing.
D. See if my friends need any help with their work.

2. Nobody’s perfect. How would you describe your biggest flaw?

A. Hard to say. In some cases, I struggle to open myself up. Other times, I’m too transparent.
B. I can be too focused on my past. I’ve had to rebuild myself multiple times, it’s hard to let that history go.
C. I keep forcing people out of my life. I let them in for short periods, but at the end of the day, I can’t keep them around.
D. I don’t really know who I am. There are so many parts to me, I struggle to really explain myself.

3. Sure, you’re not perfect. But you’re pretty great. How would you describe your best trait?
A. I care about people. I strive to make the world a better place, where everyone has equal rights.
B. I inspire people to express themselves honestly. And people can depend on me to be there.
C. I’m not sure, but I must be doing something right. People care about me a lot. Like, a LOT.
D. I provide support to my friends whenever I can, in whatever way that I can.

4. You’re having a movie night with your friends, what kind of movie are you watching?
A. Something really inspiring that will definitely make me cry.
B. A documentary of some sort — some history, or maybe an artistic biography.
C. A supernatural thriller. I love horror.
D. Something about best friends who have each other’s backs.

5. One of these songs comes on the radio during a road trip. Which one has you belting the lyrics out?
A. “Formation” by Beyonce. Makes you feel powerful af.
B. “Skyscraper” by Demi Lovato. You might not have Demi’s range, but you’re gonna try.
C. “Ghostbusters” by Ray Parker Jr. We love a good soundtrack.
D. “Fix You” by Coldplay. Sometimes you just have to cry a little bit.

Mostly A’s:
You’re the RWEC! You’re super comforting and beautiful inside and out. You consider everyone, and inclusivity is a goal of yours. However, you have a really hard time letting
people in. Some days, you shut people out completely.
Mostly B’s:
You’re Campbell Hall! You’ve been around forever and people can depend on you. You’re definitely a work of art, but you’re also definitely a lot of work. Yes, you have a lot of
history. But people can only help build you up so many times.
Mostly C’s:
You’re Todd Hall! People really care for you. Some care a little too much. There’s a lot of ghosts in your past — it’s important that you don’t let these ghosts stop people from
feeling welcome in your life.
Mostly D’s:
You’re the APSC! Look, you’re confusing. There are a lot of levels to you. So many that often people can have a hard time navigating through them. You’re there to support
people, and that’s great! But if they can’t even find their way in, it’s pointless.
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ACCURATE CAPTIONS:
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A RIGHT, NOT A PRIVILEGE

If you really think that
captions are that much of an
inconvenience, you’re part of
the problem

Photo by Paul F. Davis

Caity Healy | Editor-in-Chief
The other day, I came across a video
about a 14-year-old gamer name Danik
Soudakoff. Soudakoff is Deaf, and she
is working to make Overwatch a more
accessible game by creating signs for specific
aspects of the game. For the first part of the
video, I really enjoyed it. She was signing,
but for those who don’t know ASL, there
were captions. About half way through the
video, though, her teacher began speaking.
There were no captions. So, essentially, the
video was only captioned at the benefit of
the hearing, not for the Deaf. Or, in other
words, a video about Deaf accessibility
wasn’t even accessible for Deaf viewers —
it wasn’t even accessible for Soudakoff, the
subject of the video.
It should be noted that at the point
of the video where there was English
but no captions, an interpreter was
(slightly) present. However, it’s important
to understand the concept of décalage
time, which essentially means the lag
time between what is said, and what
is interpreted. Every interpreter has a
different décalage time based on the way
they process meaning. In this video, what
the English-speaker was saying did not
correlate with what the interpreter was
signing at that exact moment, due to that
interpreter’s décalage time. So, once again,
the video was not accessible. And, not only
that, but due to the unclear interpretation,
the viewer was receiving different
information altogether.
The issue at hand here is larger than
this single ESPN video: closed-captioning
is seen as an option or a convenience for
hearing people, when in reality, it’s a way
for Deaf people to have a fraction of the
same accessibility that hearing people have.
Let’s paint a picture — you just sat down
with a snack on your couch to catch up
on your show. You start it, and over the
sound of you chewing your chips, you
realize you can’t hear the TV. You turn on
captions. All better — you can eat, watch,
and read captions all at the same time now.
Sure, the captions aren’t always accurate,
and sometimes specific sentences aren’t

Independence Cinema offers closed-captioning glasses at their front desk

captioned at all. But it sure does help as an
aid. Isn’t it great that captions are readily
available to benefit hearing people?
Let’s paint another picture — a Deaf
person just sat down to catch up on
their favorite show. Unfortunately, it isn’t
available in ASL, so turning on captions
will have to suffice. So, that’s what they
do. Now, they’re jumping from watching
the screen, to reading the captions, and
tying that information together. If it’s their
only option, it will work. But for whatever
reason, the captions just disappeared for
a few seconds. Then, it reappeared for a
millisecond. What did it say? Was all of
the information there? A curse word is
spoken in English. The captions decide
to censor it — wouldn’t want to taint
anyone’s vocabulary. A word is whispered
in English and is pretty clearly understood.
The captions just leave it as “PERSON
WHISPERS.” A word is spoken in English.
The captions omit the word entirely. And
don’t even get me started on the automatic
captioning that YouTube features. Might as

well have none at all at that point. Yes, this
“equal access” is great, right?
As they are now, captions stand to
benefit hearing people and are rarely a
tool for the Deaf. This needs to change.
Independence Cinema hosts some opencaptioning nights, and that’s a great step
in the right direction. But other theaters
should be doing this, and they should
be doing it often. As a hearing person, I
know that it wouldn’t bother me at all to
sit down at a movie and have captions.
And, knowing that it could benefit an
entire other community makes it all the
more worth it. Because as of right now,
if a Deaf person wants to see a film and
missed one of their open-caption nights,
they either have to wear specific glasses
that have captioning, or have no captions
at all. Don’t get me wrong — I know a lot
of Deaf people who are grateful for that
technology. But, I also know a lot of Deaf
people who are embarrassed to have to
use it. Would it really be that hard to have
additional open-caption nights?

An argument that I hear on occasion
comes from people at sport bars. They’ll
say, “I don’t want captions — it’ll interfere
with the game.” First of all, there’s no way
that you can even hear the commentators
in the game clearly over the clinking of
glasses, the chatter around the bar and
the occasional “EVEN I COULD PLAY
BETTER THAN THAT!” or “WHERE’S
THE REF?!” from an enthusiastic sports
fan. Second, the captions are not going to
interfere with your game. I promise, you’ll
still be able to see the action if there is a tiny
bit of text at the top. And, third, stop being
so selfish for a second and consider the fact
that there are other people in the bar who
want the same access that you have. The
whole world isn’t about you, Sports Guy.
Yes, there are steps in the right direction
right now. More and more videos are being
captioned than ever before. But, entirely
accurate captions on every single video is
what we should be striving for. Because
until that happens, captions are still only a
benefit for those that can hear.
Contact the author at chealy16@wou.edu
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Then, when his son had kidney complications and needed emergency
medical treatment, he also experienced the struggle of trying to pay
for his medical bills. Because of this, his encouragement to children of
immigrants was to get a degree so that they could more easily help their
families when they need it.
The final speaker of the event shared how he travelled with his
cousin and uncle up through the desert in order to get to the US —
a crowded, exhausting trip which involved them getting stopped by
soldiers, running out of water and being separated from loved ones.
While it was heartbreaking for him to be separated from the only two
people he knew there, he eventually made it to his destination and
found a job.
After working for seven years in a field, he procured a job in
construction — something he is much happier doing. And, much
like the second speaker, he urged young people to work hard and, if
possible, to continue their education.
To close the event, the emcees shared a letter that President Fuller
had written in November of 2016 about Western being a sanctuary
campus for all students:
“Western Oregon University is a sanctuary for all of our students and
we will remain a place where every student enjoys the sense of belonging
to a committed community of students, faculty and staff,” wrote Fuller.
He also affirmed that “Western will remain actively engaged in national
conversations, including support of national educational associations,
regarding DACA and related programs designed to protect students
and their pursuit of educational opportunities.”
Contact the author at howlnews@wou.edu
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